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Simulating upper layer of Bay of Bengal through three-dimensional ocean circulation models is a
challenging task. In this study, the surface current from the Nucleus European Modelling of Ocean
(NEMO) based global ocean assimilation system is assessed against the high frequency (HF) radar data
along the Andhra Pradesh coast on a daily scale during southwest monsoon 2016. The temporal variation
of NEMO simulated surface current with HF radar data shows that the NEMO model captures the zonal
current better than the meridional current. Both NEMO and HF radar show that the mean surface
current average over latitude (15.8°–16.3°N) is westward for zonal surface current and southward for
meridional current with maximum at 40–60 km away from the coast. Further, the monthly mean HF
radar derived surface current indicates the strong south-westward Cow of surface current dominated
during July 2016 with speed more than 50 cm/s which is also well simulated by NEMO analysis. It also
captures the cold core eddy during 15–25 July 2016 with very small north-eastward shift with respect to
HF radar. The scatter plot of collocated surface zonal and meridional current average over the box
(81.5–82.5°E; 15.5–16.5°N) clearly shows that NEMO analysis has the correlation of more than 0.5 for
both zonal and meridional current.
Keywords. HF radar; NEMO; surface currents; southwest monsoon.

1. Introduction
The Bay of Bengal (BoB) is a highly dynamic semienclosed tropical basin forced by the monsoon
winds which results in seasonal reversal of monsoon
current. It transports low saline water into Arabian
Sea (AS) via the East India Coastal Current
(EICC) and the Winter Monsoon Current (WMC),
and high saline water into the BoB via the Summer
Monsoon Current (SMC; Schott et al. 1994;
McCreary et al. 1996; Shetye et al. 1996; Han and
McCreary 2001; Jensen 2001; Vinayachandran

et al. 2013, 2018). This SMC current transports
warm salty water from AS into the BoB during
summer monsoon. Further, it converged with the
large amounts of fresh water from rainfall and river
runoA in northern BoB which varies the water
mass exchange through the stratiBcation and
air–sea interaction. Girishkumar et al. (2017) show
the eAect of local air–sea interaction, mixing layer
dynamics, and stratiBcation on the propagation of
boreal summer intraseasonal oscillation, and also
on the evaluation of active-break cycle in the BoB.
Samanta et al. (2018) focused on a warm coastal
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sea surface temperature (SST) front with sharp
gradients (0.5°C/100 km) along with a mixed layer
depth front and its impact on central Indian rainfall using the regional climate simulation. Further,
they suggested that the warm coastal SST front
helps to maintain deep and intense convection in
its vicinity and essential for the Central Indian
rainfall. Kay et al. (2018) discussed the role of
coastal current in BoB and its impact on productivity of biological production through alterations
in the supply of nutrients to photosynthesising
plankton. Further, they show that its pattern will
be largely aAected by the changes in coastal
circulation.
A research program on Ocean Mixing and
Monsoon (OMM) was conducted to enhance our
understanding of air–sea interaction, horizontal
and vertical mixing in the upper ocean over different temporal and spatial scales in the BoB
(Mahadevan et al. 2016). The international component of OMM called Air–Sea Interactions
Regional Initiative (ASIRI; Wijesekera et al. 2016)
Beld experiment was carried out to improve our
understanding on the regional-scale air–sea interactions, atmospheric boundary layer structure,
and spatio-temporal variability of currents over the
BoB. The BoB Boundary Layer Experiment
(BoBBLE) was mainly focused on the ocean–
atmosphere interaction and its impact on the
monsoon over the southern BoB (Vinayachandran
et al. 2018). However, these Beld experiments
provide limited ocean current measurements, both
special and temporal scale especially over the BoB
which further constraint the continuous monitoring of coastal current and its variability.
Physical oceanography of the coastal ocean is a
complex process under different forcing mechanisms. Its knowledge is useful for global heat
transport; marine transportation; ship transport;
recreation; weather and climate; and mineral
exploitation. With the advance in new instrumentation technologies, the real-time monitoring surface current is possible continuously over vast
stretches of coastal ocean using shore-based highfrequency (HF) radar systems and is also considered as part of regional ocean observing system in
many parts of globe. Stewart and Joy (1974)
demonstrated HF radar-derived near-surface currents based on Bragg scattering of electromagnetic
radiation in 3- to 30-MHz range. However, the
spatial coverage of HF radar measurement varies
according to transmit frequency, and environmental conditions. Further, a number of calibration
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and validation studies have been carried out to
understand the quality of remotely measured surface currents. Initial comparison of HF radar with
in-situ current measurement including surface
drifters and subsurface current meters shows an
error of 15–27 cm/s (Stewart and Joy 1974; Barrick
et al. 1977; Frisch and Weber 1980). Paduan and
Rosenfeld (1996) used both ADCP and drifter data
and show that the root mean square of HF radar
with subsurface currents is from 10 to [20 cm/s.
Subsequently, Chapman et al. (1997) compared
in-situ measurements from ship mounted and towed
ADCPs with HF radar measurements and showed
a difference of about 8–15 cm/s. Recently, the
comparison of HF radar and in-situ measurements
have shown that the errors are ranging from 7 to 19
cm/s (Kohut and Glenn 2003; Emery et al. 2004;
Ohlmann et al. 2006; Paduan et al. 2006). However,
the HF radar data is useful for continuous monitoring, assessment of ocean model, and assimilation
of surface current in the numerical model. Oke
et al. (2002) assimilated low-pass Bltered surface
velocity data into a primitive equation coastal
ocean model using a sequential optimal interpolation scheme and showed significant improvement in correlation of subsurface currents than
model-only experiment. Paduan and Shulman
(2004) utilized the HF radar into the numerical
circulation model over the Monterey Bay and
showed that the assimilation of HF radar surface
current leads to better estimation of model predictability. Wilkin et al. (2005) have shown the
improvement of mode forecast by assimilating
the HF radar surface current maps combined
with subsurface conductivity–temperature–density (CTD) data.
Very few works related to the evaluation of
assimilative model surface current over the BoB
are available in the literature. Mukherjee et al.
(2014) validated the satellite estimates surface
currents and global ocean analysis data with
acoustic Doppler current proBler (ADCPs) over
the BoB during 2009–2013 and shows that both
satellite estimates and global ocean analysis have
fairly poor surface currents due to its extremely
weak variability in this boundary current. Jithin
et al. (2017) compared the simulations from the
High-resolution Operational Ocean Forecast and
reanalysis System (HOOFS) with ADCPs for the
Bay of Bengal and showed that the simulations by
the HOOFS are superior in terms of their ability to
capture the features and variability at different
space and time scales.
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In this study, we evaluated the coastal current
simulated by the Nucleus European Modelling of
Ocean (NEMO) based global ocean data assimilation system with HF radar derived surface current
observations over the Andhra Pradesh coast during
the southwest monsoon. This study gives the
quantitative estimates of upper ocean circulation
from NEMO assimilation system and also indicates
how realistic the upper ocean condition from
NEMO assimilation system near the coastal region
with respect to HF radar. Further, NEMO analysis
is used to initialize the global coupled atmosphere–ocean model at NCMRWF for studying the
air–sea interaction at different time scales. The
model and data are described in section 2 followed
by comparison of zonal and meridional currents
along the Andhra Pradesh coast in section 3.
Finally, the summary is described in section 4.

2. Model and data used
NEMO is a state-of-the-art modelling framework
developed by the NEMO European Consortium for
research activities, forecasting, and climate studies
applications (Madec and the NEMO team 2008). It
is widely accepted by the large research community
due to its different modelling components (Ocean
Physics, sea ice, Iceberg, biogeochemistry, and
data assimilation). The global NEMO model is
based on ORCA025 tripolar grid with ° (28 km)
horizontal resolution near the equator reducing to
7 km near the North Pole. The vertical coordinate
system is deBned by double-tanh function distribution with 75 vertical levels. This coordinate
system increases the vertical levels near the surface
to better resolve shallow mixed layer specially for
capturing diurnal variability (Barnier et al. 2006).
The horizontal and tracer diffusion is performed
using a biLaplacian operator along geopotential
levels and Laplacian along isopycnals, respectively.
The horizontal tracer advection scheme is based
on total-variation-diminishing (TVD) scheme.
Vertical mixing parameterization is parameterized
using the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
scheme (Gaspar et al. 1990) with enhanced vertical
diffusion using convection parameterization. The
climatological river runoA is derived from Dai and
Trenberth (2002). The model is forced with
National Centre for Medium Range Weather
Forecasting (NCMRWF) UniBed Model (NCUM)
global numerical weather prediction model (Rakhi
et al. 2016) using the CORE bulk formulae
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scheme of Large and Yeager (2004). These forcing
Belds include longwave radiation, shortwave radiation, precipitation, snowfall rate, 10 m temperature and humidity Belds at 3-hr time interval and
10 m wind speed at 1-hr time interval.
National Centre for Medium Range Weather
Forecasting (NCMRWF) implemented the NEMO
based variational ocean data assimilation system in
collaboration with Met ODce, UK for operational
global ocean analysis which is based on Cow-dependent vertical background error covariance for temperature, salinity, and statistical background error
covariance for sea surface height (SSH) and sea ice
concentration (Waters et al. 2013, 2014). Both
NEMO model and ocean observations are combined
to extract the important information of the ocean
circulation and associated thermocline Belds. The
NEMO assimilation system assimilates satellite and
in-situ SST, in-situ observations of temperature and
salinity, altimeter derived sea level anomaly and
satellite estimates sea ice concentration using a
24-hr assimilation window to produce the global
ocean analysis. This analysis cycle is running daily
since June 2016. This global ocean analysis is further
used to initialize the stand-alone global ocean and
coupled model (Gupta et al. 2019; Momin et al.
2020). It is available at ORCA025 tripolar grid with
*1/4° horizontal resolution and 75 vertical levels
starting from 0.5 m. In this analysis, we have used
the surface current at 1.5 m.
National Institute of Ocean Technology (NIOT)
has established the Indian Coastal Ocean Radar
Network (ICORN) under the Tsunami Early
Warning Programme of Ministry of Earth Sciences
(MoES). The Coastal and Environmental Engineering (CEE) Division of NIOT installed and
maintained the HF radar network along the Indian
coast. It is a part of the Indian Ocean Observation
Network (IOOS) project of MoES. The HF radar is
capable of measuring surface current as far as 200
km from the coast, with 6 km spatial resolution and
1-hr temporal resolution. The basic mechanism of
HF radar system is to analyze the back-scattered
radio wave which provides the information of
range, speed and bearing of target. The coastal
ocean dynamics applications radar (CODAR;
Barrick et al. 1977) based direction-Bnding algorithm is used for mapping two-dimensional
current. The measurement uncertainties are associated with the measurement error between scattering patch and receiving measurement, antenna
calibration, and interferences in spectral data
which required frequent calibration and validation
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as part of quality assurance/quality control. Jena
et al. (2019) show the details of ICORN site
including its operating frequency, spatio-temporal
resolution, quality assessment/quality control
procedure of the data, its possible application, and
future development related to HF radar.

3. Results and discussions
The hourly HF radar data are used for analysis
purposes. For each hourly data, the zonal and
meridional current is remapped into 0.2-degree
resolution using the Laplace interpolation technique and then the daily mean surface current
is computed. For similar time period, the daily
NEMO simulated surface current is also extracted
and remapped at same resolution. The data coverage for HF radar is computed in percentage at
each latitude–longitude grid points. Figure 1(a–d)
shows the temporal coverage of daily HF radarderived surface current data in percentage for July,
August, September, and average over July–
September (JAS) periods. The data coverage is
much higher near the coast and gradually decreases. For August and September months, widespread data coverage (more than 60%) is observed.
This data coverage is not always regular, for many
reasons. Its spatial and temporal variability can be
due to several environmental and electromagnetic
causes such as lack of Bragg scattering ocean waves
or severe ocean wave conditions, low salinity
environments, the occurrence of radio interference
(Rubio et al. 2017). The box over the Andhra
Pradesh COast (APCO; 81.5–82.5°E; 15.5–16.5°N)
with data coverage more than 60% is considered
for the comparison of NEMO simulated surface
current with HF radar data.
The spatial distribution of zonal and meridional
currents for NEMO simulation and HF radar data
along the Andhra Pradesh average over the JAS2016 is shown in Bgure 2(a–b). Both NEMO analysis and HF radar show the strong south-westward
Cow of surface current during July-2016. Further,
NEMO analysis captures the seasonal mean zonal
and meridional current very well. The gradient of
surface current speed is also well captured. However, it underestimates the magnitude of zonal and
meridional current with respect to HF radar. Further, the variation of surface current with distance
is also analyzed for both HF radar and NEMO
simulated current averaged over the July to
September (JAS) months. Figure 3(a–b) shows the
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variation of surface zonal and meridional current
(cm/s) with respect to distance (km) average over
the latitude 15.8–16.3°N. Both NEMO simulation
and HF radar have westward surface zonal and
southward surface meridional current with maximum value at 40–60 km away from the coastal
region.
The temporal variation of daily NEMO surface
current with respect to HF radar average over the
APCO region is also analyzed during JAS 2016.
Figure 4(a–b) shows the time series of two-day
running mean daily NEMO surface zonal and
meridional current with HF radar for the period of
JAS-2016. It shows that the temporal variation of
NEMO simulated zonal current captures very well
than the meridional current with respect to HF
radar. Hyder et al. (2012) assess the global assimilative model (NEMO) skill against observations at
46 global tropical moored buoy array sites and
showed that the model skill is reasonable for zonal
current than the meridional current. They also
showed that the zonal currents are less challenging
to model than meridional Cows due to their lowerfrequency variability. Both HF radar and NEMO
simulated daily mean surface current are southwestward throughout July months. The HF radar
shows a sharp decrease in the zonal current during
mid-July. The mean zonal current average over the
APCO is –8.13 and –3.97 cm/s, while the meridional current is –14.90 and –9.44 cm/s for HF radar
and NEMO analysis, respectively. Similarly, the
daily standard deviation of surface zonal current
average over the APCO is 17.09 and 16.63 cm/s,
while the meridional current is 14.44 and 15.03 cm/s
for HF radar and NEMO analysis, respectively,
which clearly shows that the model captures the
variability very well. Further, the spatial distribution of surface current during the strong zonal
current period (15–25 July 2016) for NEMO analysis and HF radar is shown in Bgure 5(a–b). The
observed zonal current is strong westward, which is
relatively weak and slightly shifted north-eastward
in NEMO analysis. Similarly, the observed meridional current represents the narrow southward Cow
of current which is much broader and also shifted
north-eastward from the coast. This current is
associated with cold core eddy with negative sea
level anomaly (Bgure not shown). The monthly
mean surface current (vector) and its speed (colour
shade) for HF radar and NEMO analysis is shown
in Bgure 6(a–b). During July 2016, the large scale
south-westward Cow of surface current is observed
in HF radar which is very well simulated by NEMO
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Figure 1. (a–d) Data coverage (%) for July, August, September and mean JAS 2016 periods. Box over the Andhra Pradesh
Coast (APCO) is the region where the data coverage is more than 60%.

Figure 2. (a–b) Spatial distribution of mean surface zonal current (cm/s, upper panel) and meridional current (cm/s, lower
panel) for HF radar and NEMO analysis average over the July–September (JAS) 2016 months.

analysis (upper panel). However, the area coverage
of more than 50 cm/s surface current speed is
higher in observation than the NEMO analysis.
NEMO analysis has problem for simulating the

surface current very close to the coast with significant difference in September 2016. It may be
due to the coarser model resolution and complex
nonlinear processes in the coastal region.
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Figure 3. (a–b) Variation of surface zonal and meridional current with distance (km) average over the latitude 15.8–16.3°N for
July–September (JAS-2016).

To measure the accuracy of surface current
quantitatively, various statistics are computed.
First, the collocated points of surface zonal and
meridional current from the NEMO analysis and
HF radar are extracted for July, August, and
September, months over the APCO, then the different statistical parameters like mean, standard
deviation, and correlation coefBcient (r) are calculated. Figure 7(a–c) shows the scatter plots of
surface zonal (upper panel) and meridional (lower
panel) currents for July, August, and September
respectively. The total number of points is 1360,
1613, and 2495 for July, August, and September
months. The mean zonal current is –25, –4.4, and
–0.6 cm/s for HF radar, while it is –10.5, –6.8, and
7.6 cm/s for NEMO during July–September 2016,
respectively. Similarly, HF radar-derived mean
meridional current is –26.2, –10.4, and –11.2 cm/s,
while NEMO simulated surface meridional current
is –22.8, 1.1 and –2.7 cm/s. The various statistics
such as mean, bias, root mean square error
(RMSE), and correlation of NEMO simulated
zonal and meridional currents with HF radar for
different months (July, August, and September)
are also seen in table 1. Overall, the correlation

coefBcient is 0.5–0.8 for zonal and meridional
currents during JAS-2016.

4. Summary and conclusions
The Nucleus European Modelling of Ocean
(NEMO) simulated surface current is evaluated
with high frequency (HF) radar observations
over the Andhra Pradesh coastal region in the
Bay of Bengal (BoB) during southwest monsoon
2016. First, HF radar data are remapped to 0.2degree resolution using the Laplacian Interpolation method at each hourly time period, then
the data are averaged over the time to produce
the daily surface currents. The data density in
percentage showed that the higher data density
is noted nearer to the coast. For August and
September, we observed a similar type of data
spread with data coverage of 60% and 90%,
respectively.
The large scale feature from the NEMO simulated surface zonal and meridional current are
compared with the HF radar-derived surface current for JAS 2016. Both HF radar and NEMO
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Figure 4. (a–b) Two-day running mean surface zonal current (cm/s, upper panel) and meridional current (cm/s, lower panel)
average over the APCO for HF radar and NEMO analysis.

Figure 5. (a–b) Spatial distribution of surface zonal current (cm/s, upper panel) and meridional current (cm/s, lower panel) for
HF radar and NEMO analysis during 15–25 July, 2016.
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Figure 6. (a–b) Monthly mean surface current and its speed (cm/s) for HF radar and NEMO analysis for July (upper panel),
August (middle panel), and September (lower panel) 2016.

simulated surface current showed the strong southwestward Cow of surface current. NEMO simulated
surface zonal and meridional current captures the
spatial distribution very well with underestimation
of magnitude of surface current compared to
observed HF radar-derived values. This may be
due to the small scale features and complex coastal
processes in the coastal region, which needs a Bne
resolution model to resolve the eddies well. The
two daily running mean surface zonal and meridional current averaged over the Andhra Pradesh
COast (APCO; 81.5–82.5°E; 15.6–16.3°N) indicates that the NEMO captures the temporal variability of surface zonal current better than the
meridional current. Further, the monthly mean
surface current from HF radar showed the strong
south-westward Cow of surface current dominated

throughout July 2016 month with current speed
more than 50 cm/s. However, NEMO simulated
surface current also indicates the similar strong
current pattern with slight underestimation of
current speed. The scatter diagram for monthly
collocated surface zonal and meridional current
average over the APCO showed that NEMO simulated surface current captures the mean and
variability very well with correlation more than
0.65 for July month. For July, the mean zonal and
meridional current for HF radar is –25 and –28 cm/
s, while it is –15.3 and –25.4 cm/s for NEMO
simulated current, respectively. The HF radarderived observed surface current will be of great
value for validating high-resolution model simulations. These observed surface currents have the
potential to be assimilated into numerical models
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Figure 7. (a–c) Scatter plot of surface zonal current (cm/s; upper panel) and meridional current (cm/s; lower panel) of HF radar
and NEMO analysis for July, August and September 2016, respectively.
Table 1. Various statistics such as mean, bias, RMSE and correlation for zonal and meridional currents.
Zonal current (cm/s)

Meridional current (cm/s)

Mean

Mean

Months and
no. of points

HF radar

NEMO

Bias

RMSE

Corr

HF radar

NEMO

Bias

RMSE

Corr

Jul-2016 (1360)
Aug-2016 (1613)
Sep-2016 (2495)

–25.0
–5.0
–2.8

–15.3
–5.4
5.9

9.7
–0.38
8.63

16.9
5.83
14.49

0.67
0.7
0.57

–28
–8.8
–12.2

–25.4
–4.3
–7.4

2.5
4.51
4.81

9.98
11.90
12.04

0.75
0.53
0.58

to improve the initial state of the ocean. Finally,
this study shows how the upper ocean simulation
from the global ocean data assimilation system and
it will be useful for real-time monitoring of large
scale features of coastal current.
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